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Introduction:  We have measured the bi-
directionnal reflectance of selected meteorite samples 
(howardite, eucrite, diogenite, Orgeuil (CI), Tagish 
Lake (CC), Allende (CV), Lunar meteorite (MAC 
88105), Forest Vale (H4)) covering part of the geo-
chemical and petrologic diversity expected for asteroid 
surfaces.  

Methods: Samples were measured as powders, for 
which we achieved reflectance measurements from 
phase angles down to 3°, and up to 150°, at 5 different 
wavelengths covering the VIS-NIR spectral region. All 
measurements were performed with the PHIRE-2 go-
nio-photometer [1]. The data were fitted by the pho-
tometric model of Hapke [2].  

Results and discussion: The physical sense of the 
retrieved Hapke’s parameters seems unclear but they 
permit to interpolate the data to any observation ge-
ometry.  
 

 
Figure 1: 3D representations of the bidirectional reflec-
tance of four meteorites samples measured at four dif-
ferent incidence angles. See [3] 
 

Strong opposition effects were observed for all 
samples. The absolute intensity of this effect appears 
moderately variable among our sample suite, and is not 
correlated with the average sample reflectance. We 
interpret this observation as Shadow-Hiding Opposi-
tion Effect (SHOE).  

In the case of samples presenting intense absorp-
tion bands (the Fe crystal field band at 1 micron of 
HED and the ordinary chondrite), we observe signifi-
cant dependence of band depth to phase angle, up to 
70°, even for moderate variation of phase angle   

In addition, a general trend of spectral reddening 
with phase angle is observed. This reddening, linear 
with phase angle, is present in all meteorites studied. 
This behavior is not predicted by classical radiative 
theories. We propose that small-scale roughness (of the 
order of or below the wavelength) may induce such a 
behavior. 

Using the sets of Hapke parameters retrieved by fit-
ting the experimental data, we calculate the integrated 
phase functions of spherical bodies composed of the 
meteorites materials. The resulting curves show good 
consistency with photometric datasets of asteroids and 
the Moon.  

 

 
Figure 2: Integrated phase function (in Magnitude) of 
asteroids [4,5,6] and the Moon [7] compared to that 
calculated using Hapke’s parameters derived from our 
studied meteorite samples and integrated over a spheri-
cal body. See [3] 
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